
“Huge” number of Mac apps vulnerable to
hijacking, and a fix is elusive
Apps that use 3rd-party updater over insecure HTTP channels subject to MiTM attacks.
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Camtasia, uTorrent, and a large number of other Mac apps are susceptible to man-in-the-middle
attacks that install malicious code, thanks to a vulnerability in Sparkle, the third-party software
framework the apps use to receive updates.

The vulnerability is the result of apps that use a vulnerable version of Sparkle along with an
unencrypted HTTP channel to receive data from update servers. It involves the way Sparkle interacts
with functions built into the WebKit rendering engine to allow JavaScript execution. As a result,
attackers with the ability to manipulate the traffic passing between the end user and the server—say, an
adversary on the same Wi-Fi network—can inject malicious code into the communication. A security
engineer who goes by the name Radek said that the attack is viable on both the current El Capitan Mac
platform and its predecessor Yosemite.

Here's a video showing a proof-of-concept attack performed against a vulnerable version of the Sequel
Pro app:
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Sequel Pro - RCE vulnerability

Sequel Pro - RCE vulnerability.

Fellow researcher Simone Margaritelli has developed a technique that streamlines the attack by
allowing it to work with the Metasploit exploit framework. He showed how he could exploit the
vulnerability on a fully patched Mac running the latest version of the VLC Media Player. VLC
developers released an update three days ago that patches the vulnerability so that the attack no
longer works against the latest version.
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The precise number of apps affected isn't known because it's not easy to detect all the conditions
necessary for them to be vulnerable. Radek estimated the number to be "huge" and said he has
confirmed that the list includes Camtasia 2 v2.10.4, DuetDisplay v1.5.2.4, uTorrent v1.8.7, and Sketch
v3.5.1. Computer forensics expert Jonathan Zdziarski told Ars that the Hopper reverse engineering tool
and DXO Optics Pro are also susceptible. A longer list of apps that rely on Sparkle is here, but readers
are cautioned that not all of them communicate over insecure HTTP channels or use a vulnerable
version of the update framework. Margaritelli said the most recent version of the Adium instant
messenger uses HTTPS for updates and isn't vulnerable.

Radek said a separate but less severe vulnerability in Sparkle could be exploited against poorly
configured update servers. It allowed attackers to replace one of the update files with a malicious one.
As already noted, Sparkle has provided a fix for both weaknesses, but installing it isn't necessarily as
easy as clicking an update button. In an e-mail, Radek wrote:

The problem is that developers who created their applications need to update Sparkle
framework inside their apps, which is not trivial.

This process requires [a developer] to:

- Download the newest version of Sparkle Updater
- Check if new version of Sparkle is compatible with the app
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- Address this vulnerability and publish new version of the app

Now, this is the moment when people can check for the update and replace this particular app
version on their computers with the newest one.

It all depends on the complexity of an application, its size and maintainers. That's the reason
why some developers don't want to update or can't update Sparkle in their applications.

Zdziarski said he has heard of at least one app developer having difficulty converting its update servers
to use only encrypted HTTPS channels.

The challenge many app developers have in plugging the security hole, combined with the difficulty end
users have in knowing which apps are vulnerable, makes this a vexing problem to solve. People who
aren't sure if an app on their Mac is safe should consider avoiding unsecured Wi-Fi networks or using a
virtual private network when doing so. Even then, it will still be possible to exploit vulnerable apps, but
the attackers would have to be government spies or rogue telecom employees with access to a phone
network or Internet backbone.

Dan Goodin / Dan is the Security Editor at Ars Technica, which he joined in 2012 after working for The Register, the
Associated Press, Bloomberg News, and other publications.
@dangoodin001 on Twitter
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Yet another example of how even if your OS platform is secure, third party software can still introduce
vulnerabilities. Hopefully awareness of this kind of thing grows, as I still meet people who say things like
"Macs can't get viruses" or "Linux can't be hacked because nobody uses it." Any system's security is
only as strong as its weakest link, and if popular software you happen to use ends up being that weak
link, you're going to be vulnerable regardless of which platform you favor.
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Here's how to list all apps that use Sparkle on your system, and what version they are using:

find /Applications -path '*Autoupdate.app/Contents/Info.plist' -exec echo {} \; -exec grep -A1
CFBundleShortVersionString '{}' \; | grep -v CFBundleShortVersionString

You're looking for versions prior to 1.13.1 (as per https://github.com/sparkle-project/Sparkle/releases).
These are vulnerable if they are set to load any assets over unsecured HTTP. Perhaps someone else
can chine in on where those URLs can be found.
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